
Truth Bombs: a series of concise papers which seek to explain lies, errors, misunderstandings or misrepresented facts. 

Why White slavery is unknown today 

The global elite through the vehicles of US trust foundations (such as the Rockefeller 
Foundation, the Carnegie Endowment, the Ford Foundation etc.) conspired and 
determined to take over education in the west, and particularly the study of history. They 
did this through giving grants to chosen people and specially training them, finally taking 
over school curricula (today it is done by elite Common Purpose graduates). This was done 
from 1908 onwards and was very successful. This gave the elite gradual control over 
people’s thinking and preconceptions. By whitewashing history the elite could bring about 
conditions favourable to their other plans. 

Thus the elite were able to alter the causes of the two world wars and many facts about 
these wars, or the real perpetrators of the Russian Revolution and so on. Today, the elite 
promote the story of continual White victimisation of Blacks and castigate White privilege 
in order to foment civil war and to denigrate Christian values in society. Thus the extent of 
White slavery was downplayed to the point of evaporation while elite-controlled media 
constantly show the plight of Black slaves in films and documentaries. 

The elite’s narrative is that slavery is a historic condition of Black people. Having suffered 
under white supremacy, western nations now owe all Black people reparations and 
privileges. This narrative is ramped up in propaganda multiplied by education systems and 
western mainstream media so that Black people have engaged in a crusade of hate and 
violence to white people in America, even burning the American flag of the nation that 
freed them from slavery. Such fomented civil unrest is exactly what the elite want to 
destroy America. 

However, the historical facts are that for millennia it was White Europeans, Indians, 
Chinese and other races that were enslaved.  

Facts 

• Are White democratic westerners only to be blamed for enslaving Blacks? No! Most historic slavery was 
conducted by Muslims (Arabs, Turks, etc.) and to a lesser extent by Jews and others. Blacks enslaved 
other Blacks in Africa. Even Cherokee Indians enslaved Blacks in America on their plantations. White 
westerners capitalised on Black slaves for about 200 years after 1650. 

• Were only Blacks slaves? No! Throughout history most slaves were White or Eurasian. 

• Did Blacks ever own White slaves? Yes. In fact Virginia enacted a law in 1670 to prevent Blacks from 
owning Christians. 

• Did Blacks own other Black slaves? Yes, it was common both in Africa and America. 

• Were there White slaves when Blacks were free? Yes; throughout the 17th century. 

• Could Blacks vote before abolition? Yes. Blacks voted in Carolina in 1706. 

• Did Blacks carry guns before abolition? Yes. Blacks owned guns in the service of landowners when 
thousands of White men were forbidden them. In 1678 1,000 Blacks were armed into a militia for 
protection from the French. In the 18th century Carolina and Virginia had armed Black militias. Black 
soldiers helped the British in the War of Independence and the War of 1812. In fact Blacks helped the 
British burn down the White House. 

• For centuries there were more White slaves than Black. This was because White slaves were far cheaper. 
Stealing poor White people in England cost almost nothing. Gaining Black slaves from West Africa meant 
paying the price of the Black chiefs that captured them, then paying the price of the Black slave-traders 
that transported them from the interior. For centuries getting slaves from below North Africa was beset 
by great logistic difficulties. Thus Egypt, Ethiopia, Libya, Tunisia etc. were targeted by Muslims. 
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